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All American Hearing
For Lanie Tandy of All American Hearing, getting folks in Sisters to get 

their hearing tested is a mission and a calling.
Early testing is critical: Tandy notes that if you wait to test until you notice 

diminished hearing, <the brain loses its ability to process speech sounds 4  
and you never get that back.�

Conversely, if you take action when your understanding is still at 100 per-
cent 4 your prognosis to retain understanding is 100 percent. Knowledge is 
power, and early action is the best hope for good outcomes.

Maintaining good hearing is key to quality of life 4 and is tied to long-
term mental health. Lanie is committed to bringing good hearing healthcare 
to Sisters, and she urges folks 4 even if their hearing still seems OK 4 to pick 
up the phone and set up an appointment for testing. There are many, many 
options available today, and there is no cost for a consultation.

�It starts with a conversation,� Lanie says.

Action Air Heating & Cooling
Action Air is a local, family-owned-and-operated company. That means 

customers are neighbors and friends, a relationship they take seriously. For 
Action Air, honesty is much more important than the bottom line.

<We don9t sell anything that we don9t believe in,= says Chris Gulick. 
<And we don9t sell anything that you don9t need.=

Improve the quality of your home environment for comfort and good 
health with quality heat pumps available through Action Air. Air filtration 
and air purification can be critical to creating a healthy environment in your 
home, and germicidal lights can be installed to kill mold spores.

Once you choose your system, they9ll handle all aspects for a proper 
installation. Action Air is your local choice for a customer-driven heating 
contractor. Action Air ensures the best value for your hard-earned dollar 
with quality products and good prices, and a lifetime labor and workmanship 
guarantee.

Zack Gulick knew from the û rst time he accompanied a farrier on his 

a deep pride and satisfaction in his craft 4 and a desire to keep perfecting it.

horse and designs just the right shoe to û t the horse and its particular needs.
<I do all hand-mades,= he notes. <I specialize in any type of hot shoeing 

The well-being and performance of our horses all starts with their feet, 

improving his skills and his time management 4 all with an eye to providing 
the best, most efû cient service possible to Sisters9 equestrian community.

patients a wide array of individualized care. They believe in showing com-
passion and understanding with all patients. They enjoy practicing medicine 

they can focus on what9s important to you, and can help you reach your health 

are here for you. We are now offering online scheduling as well as same-day 

From their small clinic in Sisters, Drs. Kevin and Eden Miller have 
reached out internationally to share their expertise in cutting-edge work in 

Kirkpatrick, PA, they are able to do this work and care for the local commu-

When you9re trying to make your Sisters home the best it can be, you9re 
looking for a wide range of experience and expertise. And that9s just what 
Mike Jones of Jones Upgrades brings to his clients.

pole barn from scratch and build all kinds of fences and decks. Mike can in-
stall windows, doors and trim and can handle any kind of drywall job. Tile 
work and all sorts of û ooring (except carpet) are also part of the skill set. 
Need a kitchen or a bath remodel? Mike will help you create a vision to get 

job (except rooû ng).
With the range of skills and extensive background Mike brings to his 

work, the distance between your vision and reality is just a phone call to 

Drainû eld Restoration Services 
It9s a moment for every homeowner to dread: Your drainfield is failing. 

Replacing it and tearing up your yard is dauntingly expensive, running into 
the thousands of dollars. But what if you could restore your drainfield with-
out replacing it? 

Turn to Drainfield Restoration. As Central Oregon9s only factory-trained 
Terralift operator, they can restore your drainfield for a fraction of the cost 
of replacement. Drainfield Restoration blasts air into the soil, breaking up 
biomat and compaction, restoring the soil9s original leaching capacity. They 
can also jet inside lines and remove tree roots that are often the culprit in 
drainfield problems in Sisters Country.

It9s a one-day project 4 and it works for years. In business since 1995, 
Drainfield Restoration has saved clients thousands of dollars across the 
state of Oregon. For tips on restoration and care of your septic system, visit 
www.RestoreYourSeptic.com. 

ActionAirHeatingAndCooling.com

541-549-6464FREE 

Estimates!

Proudly serving Central Oregon 
with affordable, high-quality heating 

& cooling products, professional 
installations, repairs, and 

friendly service.
We offer our customers a warranty 

not surpassed by anyone:  
LIFETIME WORKMANSHIP WARRANTY 

and LIFETIME LABOR WARRANTY.

Drainfi eld Restoration Services, Inc.

541-388-4546
Since 1995 • CCB#88891

For free septic tips visit:

www.RestoreYourSeptic.com

Restore Your 
Septic, Don’t 
Replace It!
• No excavation

• One-day service

• Rooter & jetting service

• SAVE THOUSANDS $$$

SEPTIC SYSTEM FAILING?

our  Service...

Serving your liquor & 
gift needs for 40 years... 

...and pleased to continue!
NEW WINTER HOURS!

9 AM TO 8 PM MONDAY - SATURDAY

10 AM TO 6 PM, SUNDAY

theGALLIMAUFRY & 

SISTERS LIQUOR STORE

111. W. Cascade Ave., downtown Sisters 

541-549-9841
VISIT OUR STORE 7 DAYS A WEEK

311 E. CASCADE AVE., SISTERS 
541-549-4251

We work with builders and decorators, too!

EST. 1995

W k ith b ild d d t

Shed Antler Lamps & Chandeliers,
Custom Furniture & Decor


